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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRPERSON
OF THE BOARD
Gaffee Vengadajellum

Afesis-corplan presents this annual report in a period
characterized by a tapestry of diverse events taking
place domestically and globally. In reflecting on the
organisation’s journey in the year under review, one
delights in that Afesis-corplan displayed tremendous
strength and industriousness, positioning its work
in ways that connected meaningfully with national
efforts aimed at fighting corruption and strengthening
good governance. One only has to consider the socioeconomic and political environment within which the
organisation conducted its work to appreciate the
impact its work had.
By early 2018, corruption was becoming endemic
across all of government and its impact in provinces
that had always been performing poorly, like the
Eastern Cape, was severe. Changes in leadership in both
the ruling party and cabinet brought significant policy
improvements that restored macroeconomic stability
in some ways. However, quite a lot still needs to be done
to deal with a culture of anarchy and thieving that has
been allowed to run unchecked for so long. By the time
the year under review was drawing to an end, there was
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a general sense of hope across the nation.
The socio-economic challenges that bedevil our country
remain unfortunately stark. Unemployment is rising,
inequality worsening and the economy is sluggish.
South Africa is still grappling with rising public debt,
inefficient state-owned enterprises, a consistently
slower than projected revenue collection and social
spending pressures that reduce the country’s global
competitiveness. Government’s ability to respond
to service delivery needs of many local communities
remains limited. All of this places further strain on an
already strenuous relationship between government
and local communities.
The year under review is also one in which contestation
for world dominance has intensified, resulting in
major shifts in the socio-political environment across
the globe. These global shifts continue to impact
on domestic policy and spending patterns. Never
has it been as crucial as it is now, for NGOs to play a
meaningful role in strengthening democracy and
good governance. The world, and South Africa in

particular, requires solutions that are geared to the
times, responding to present challenges whilst moving
the world closer to a better future.
Afesis-corplan has had to locate its work strategically to
respond meaningfully to the demands presented by the
environment within which it works. It had to balance,
in the short term, strategic programming while at the
same time seizing opportunities to think beyond present
challenges to re-imagine a different future. As such, the
organisation has and continues to play a significant role
in strategic and influential conversations aimed at reimagining the future wherever they are happening. For
us in the Board, it remains an honour to be associated
with the work of Afesis-corplan.
One cannot conclude these brief remarks without
reflecting on the conversations Afesis-corplan has had
on leadership and societal leadership. Afesis-corplan
has spent considerable time thinking through the
calibre of leadership to move the country forward; this
is leadership in all the spaces where change happens or
where it ought to happen. The organisation has in these

conversations concluded that the crisis the country
finds itself in, which culminates in what is now known as
state capture, is not as a result of a lack of democratic
institutions necessary for accountable governance, but
rather as a result of many other things chief of which is
leadership. The failure of public representatives to serve
the interests of democracy has to be a grave concern of
all of us.
In the year under review Afesis-corplan has indisputably
positioned itself as a key partner in the defence of good
governance, constitutionalism, spatial justice, etc. The
Board treasures the good reputation of excellence that
the organisation has built over the years. We thank
our donor partners for the support they have given
the organisation over time and confirm that Afesiscorplan continues to enjoy sound governance from a
committed Board.
Gafee Vengadajellum
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MESSAGE FROM
THE EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR

Nontando Ngamlana
It is always a humbling moment when we, as a team,
present an account of our activities. Reflecting on
the journey we have travelled, the communities
we partnered with and the social justice issues we
partnered with them on; the joys, the lessons we
learnt, and the mountains we climbed; one is humbled.
The year under review called for a greater level of
agility and a responsiveness that tested the efficacy
of Afesis-corplan’s strategy in ways that it had never
been tested before.
At the beginning of the year under review, a battle
for good governance, constitutionalism and ethical
leadership was heightened across the country. It had
become clear at that point that civil society had to
fight intensely for the return of normalcy and ethical
leadership in the country; political processes were
proving unable to deliver the same. To achieve its
goals civil society had to connect in meaningful ways,
pulling its resources together while aligning efforts to
achieve greater impact. For organisations like Afesiscorplan whose work is targeted at strengthening local
governance, their locally focused work had to connect
to a greater national struggle for good governance.
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Fuelling the efforts of civil society and those of Afesiscorplan in particular, was a realization that South Africa
couldn’t fail as a democracy because it is a model for the
rest of Africa (and the developing world) for the ways
in which it has been able to build a solid multi-racial
democracy with strong oversight and accountability
mechanisms. Its success as a democracy is important
for legitimizing democratic transitions in many other
countries where conditions for consolidating democracy
are difficult or lacking.
Changes in leadership of the ruling ANC which resulted in
the changes in the office of the President of the Republic
of South Africa brought hope and a sense of achievement
for civil society. By the end of 2018 efforts to root out
corruption in the country and to strengthen institutions
of government (including crime fighting institutions)
were beginning to bear fruit. There were also clear policy
shifts that saw targeted spending, increased investment
and economic growth and spatial justice. Of course, the
country’s socio-economic challenges remain stark. All
that has been achieved is the shining of a spotlight at the
scale at which the previous administration was diverting
public resources for personal and private gain thereby
derailing government from meeting the country’s
pressing needs.
Reflecting on the journey now, one can confirm that
Afesis-corplan rose to the challenge; a testament that
its organisational strategy is fit-for-purpose. As a result,
the organisation’s work continues to receive national
prominence on issues of good governance generally, and
on local governance and spatial justice in particular. This
report captures a summary of the work we have done in
the year under review (January – December 2018). As we
reflect on our work, we note the lessons we have learnt
and the implications they have for policy and practice.
Internally, Afesis-corplan has never been stronger. Its
team resembles a pack of ants, which in their small size
are able to solve complex problems through effective
communication, cooperation and team work, building

on each other’s strengths and abilities. Afesis-corplan
staff boast diverse skills and together are able to tackle
complex tasks. Over and above having a competent and
dedicated team, the organisation is led by a dedicated
Board that is drawn from different backgrounds. The
commitment of the Board provides a firm base from
which staff launches.
In the year under review the Board spent a great
deal of time in conversation around organisational
sustainability, transformation, succession planning
and on the creation of a conducive environment for a
healthy work-life balance. Conclusions to some of these
conversations have been translated into action and are
being addressed. This has ensured that Afesis-corplan is
responsive to the needs and well-being of its employees
and that it provides a conducive and safe environment
for its employees to thrive.
On revenue generation, the funding environment for
NGOs in South Africa has not improved much; the number
of funders supporting the kind of work that Afesiscorplan does remains limited and continues to shrink.
The impact of this for local governance strengthening
work in the Eastern Cape in particular, where only a
few organisations work in this area, means that Afesiscorplan’s work is also limited. The organisation has had

to be very strategic in how it uses the little resources it
has, targeting catalytic interventions that are likely to
result in systemic change and working in communities
where efforts are likely to result in a ‘ripple effect’ across
many other communities. These interventions will be
presented in the other parts of this report.
As I conclude, let me on behalf of the staff of Afesiscorplan, thank our partners in development - the various
communities we have worked in, different government
institutions, our partners in academia who tested and
engaged us robustly on our ideas and offerings and
members of the public who engaged us in our various
social media platforms - you all have helped us grow.
Continue to hold us accountable to our values.
I also would like to thank our donor partners who
continue to believe in us and in our vision, and our Board
for its sterling support. Personally, I would like to thank
each member of our staff; working with you is a privilege
and a great joy. Thank you for bringing your all to the job,
you inspire me in so many ways.
Nontando Ngamlana
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INTRODUCTION TO OUR PROGRAMMES
Ronald Eglin

Afesis-corplan’s work is focused on strengthening
participatory local democracy and good local
governance. As a result local government is the sphere
within which the organisation’s work is focused. This
is the third sphere of government, the one closest to
the people, where all of government service delivery
converges and where the ‘rubber hits the tar’ so to
speak. It is also the most troubled sphere of government
with more than 63% of municipalities being declared
as either dysfunctional or almost dysfunctional in
government’ studies. The Auditor General commented
in 2018 that if many of South Africa’s municipalities
were businesses, they would have long been insolvent
and out of business.
Sadly, this is the sphere tasked with delivering basic
services to some of the most vulnerable and needy
communities across South Africa. With limited
resources and great service delivery needs to which
local government must respond, it cannot afford as a
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sector to govern poorly. Afesis-corplan’s work seeks to
strengthen good governance and to ensure that citizens
partner with local government to co-create unique and
innovative solutions to their service delivery needs.
As the rate of urbanization increases over time and
many people flow into the cities in search of better
livelihood opportunities, the spatial picture in many
urban cities continues to resemble that of apartheid
South Africa and many more people live in informality
and squalor. Afesis-corplan is concerned about spatial
injustice in particular as it relates to the right of the
urban poor to live and thrive in South African cities. Part
of Afesis-corplan’s work is aimed at contributing to the
attainment of spatial justice.
In its 2017 – 2019 strategy Afesis-corplan’s work is
targeted at influencing change in the following ways:
• Changing behaviour and mindsets of the people we

encounter thereby influencing their beliefs, their
values and in turn their actions;
• changing government policy based on evidencebased research and lessons derived from the work
that we do, and that of our partners; and ultimately
• change living conditions of the poor communities
we support.
With our work we strategically support civic agency
through catalytic interventions that are aimed at
achieving systemic change in local government and
in how informal settlements are upgraded. In order to
achieve our strategic objectives, Afesis-corplan works in
two programme areas:
LOCAL GOVERNANCE
The objective of our Local Governance programme is to
build the agency of local communities to use budgetary
and other municipal processes to hold local government
to account for the delivery of promised basic services;
and to promote dialogue around innovative approaches
that deepen participatory local government.

SUSTAINABLE SETTLEMENT
The objective of our Sustainable Settlement programme
is to support communities and government to engage
with each other and to implement the upgrading of
informal settlements; and learn and share lessons from
this experience.
KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT AND COMMUNICATION
underpinning all of the organisation’s programmatic
efforts is a conscious effort to reflect from the lessons
that we are deriving from our work and to strengthen
our interventions (and those of our partners) as we
learn. We also have been very intentional about how we
communicate with others about our work.
The programmatic interventions that Afesis-corplan
embarked on in the year under review are captured
herein. We are exceptionally pleased with how we
have been able to respond to the needs of the various
communities that we worked with in the year under
review while staying true to our strategic goals.
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AFESIS-CORPLAN STAFF

AFESIS-CORPLAN TEAM FROM LEFT TO RIGHT
BACK:
Zwanga Mukhuthu, Masixole Kente, Leigh McFarlane, Qhamani Tshazi
FRONT:
Lindokuhle Vellem, Nontando Ngamlana, Vanessa Ramoo, Lihle Skosana, Bridget van Wyk, Ronald Eglin
ABSENT: Sikhander Coopoo
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AFESIS-CORPLAN BOARD MEMBERS AND STAFF

MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE:

PROGRAMMES & Knowledge managemEnt TEAM:

Bridget van Wyk, Nontando Ngamlana, Ronald Eglin

Lindokuhle Vellem, Leigh McFarlane, Ronald Eglin,
Masixole Kente, Zwanga Mukhuthu, Qhamani Tshazi

AFESIS-CORPLAN BOARD MEMBERS:

Administration team:

Nontando Ngamlana, Catherine Aucamp, Ebrahim Fakir,
Frederick Hendricks, Gafeetha Vengadajellum

Vanessa Ramoo, Bridget van Wyk, Lihle Skosana
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LOCAL
GOVERNANCE
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ACCOUNTING FOR BASIC SERVICES
Lindokuhle Vellem
Programme Officer

The Accounting for Basic Services project was jointly
implemented by the Heinrich Böll Foundation (HBF),
Afesis-corplan, the Built Environment Support Group
(BESG), Isandla Institute and PlanAct with financial
support from the European Commission Delegation to
South Africa as part of the rubric of its Socio-Economic
Justice for All – Civil Society Organisation (CSO) Support Programme. The project was implemented in the Eastern
Cape, Gauteng and KwaZulu-Natal between June 2016
and September 2018.
The project’s central approach hinged on empowering
marginalised communities to reshape and redefine
their relationships with public representatives. As such,
its outcomes and activities focused on giving support
and building the capacity of citizens - marginalised by
geography, poverty, race, class and gender - to hold local
government to account. The project as a whole posited
that when citizens are able to hold local government to
account for underperformance, the oversight function that
is supposedly played by other spheres will be strengthened.
Afesis-corplan partnered with two communities in the
implementation of the project; Glenmore, located in
Ngqushwa Municipality and Chris Hani Park (1 and 2)
which is in Buffalo City Metropolitan Municipality (BCM).
The year 2018 was as eventful a year for the project as any
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other; a lot of ground had been covered in the previous
years, but more still had to be done and was achieved in the
year under review. This is partly because 2018 was the final
year of implementation of the project, or rather, the last year
of the grant. We, as project implementers, in partnership
with the communities we had been working with, agreed
that the project needed to end off in a “bang!” and without
sounding conceited, that is exactly how the project ended.
The objectives of the ABS project were that marginalised
communities in informal settlements, townships and rural
areas would have engaged with and held local government
to account for the utilization of state resources and the
provision of basic services during the implementation of the
project. This was done through targeted skills development
interventions, mentorship and support, campaign strategy
implementation and through employing various tactics in
holding government to account for service delivery. Most
important in the project was the deliberate manner in
which it engaged municipal budgeting processes, making
these technical and inaccessible processes and documents,
simpler and accessible to ordinary citizens.
At the end of 2017, the first ever rural Social Audit
was conducted where the community of Glenmore
was supported to audit the quality of the product the
municipality provided through a contracting company.
The effects of the Social Audit catapulted the community

to a position that legitimised their anger and frustration
towards Ngqushwa Local Municipality. With the social audit,
the community was able to access information that gave
them facts, figures and proof that they had been duped by
a leadership that was never intending to empower them,
but one that further entrenched their deprivation.
Following the Social Audit, the community of
Glenmore together with other communities around
Ngqushwa marched to the municipal offices to hand
over a petition to the speaker of the municipality.
No response was received from the municipality and
this led to many more protest marches where the
community was putting pressure on the municipality
and its leadership to respond to their grievances and
concerns. In response, the municipality published a
call for the Refurbishment of the sports field.

Indeed this gave a glimmer of hope that the municipality
had heard the pleas of the people of Glenmore, or
so we had thought. However, it turned out that the
municipality had forsaken all communication and
consultation with the people of Glenmore and had
allocated funds, determined the scope of work for the
refurbishment new contract and went to tender, all
without so much as a single consultative conversation
with the beneficiary community. While the community
was pleased that the municipality was willing to
refurbish the sports field thereby responding to their
grievances, they were concerned that they appeared
to be invisible and voiceless to the municipality. They
were perplexed that the municipality believed it could
facilitate development in Glenmore without any input
from the community of Glenmore.
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In Chris Hani Park on the other hand, more work had to
be done in preparation for BCM’s consultative processes
over the annual budget. At the beginning of 2018 we hit
the ground running with a Gender Sensitive budgeting
workshop which was facilitated by Debbie Budlender,
a gender budgeting expert. With the skills from this
particular workshop, our partner communities - Chris
Hani Park 1 and 2 - with our support, made a submission
to the municipality’s budgeting process and this time
around, the submission had a gender lens to it. This
means that it was acknowledging that women often bear
the brunt of inadequate basic services and was conscious
in asking for a gender-sensitive budget response. At the
same time the community of Chris Hani Park 1 and 2
were still actively following up with the Municipality on
their last submission.
The engagements between the community of Chris Hani
Park and BCM surfaced a number of issues that were
impacting service delivery negatively. For example, the
community had problems with the manner in which
the municipality was billing them for water usage.
To fix the problem, the municipality needed to fix
the water reticulation infrastructure and each time it
sent technicians to do the job, the community would
chase them away. The community explained that they
were never properly informed of the reasons why the
technicians were working in the area in the first place,
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for safety and other reasons, they chased them away.
Engagements over the budget and service delivery
issues saw the water reticulation process in Chris Hani
Park resume. This would address problems emanating
from erratic billing, water access and loss of water due
to leakages.
In conclusion
In our line of work we don’t often get to see, feel or
even hear the impact that our work has on the lives of
the people we work with. The ABS project was a unique
one in that complex as it was - with daunting service
delivery challenges to be addressed and technical skills
to be transferred - in three years the results were visible,
tangible and welcomed. Most humbling is how the
communities we have worked with and trained continue
to use the skills and tools we trained them on, to pursue
other service delivery issues of concern to them even in
our absence. That is empowerment!
Most often than not, our role in these projects is to till the
soil, plant the seed, add love, hope and passion and just
hope for the best. Our time is up in the communities that
we have walked with over the past 3 years, it is now time
to watch, listen, mentor and hope. I have also personally
come to appreciate that the day one plants a seed is
not the day they eat the fruit. I have learnt to be patient,
humble and to not give up, even when fatigue sets in.
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DEEPENING
PARTICIPATORY
LOCAL GOVERNANCE

Afesis-corplan and its civil society partners are working
on an initiative aimed at exploring effective ways for
citizens to engage meaningfully in local governance.
This emanates from years of working in the local
governance sector where gaps with the present
participatory mechanisms were noted and confirmed.
Efforts to strengthen these gaps over time bore little fruit
leading the organisations to conclude that the present
mechanisms for citizens to engage in local governance
needed to be relooked at. Afesis-corplan and its partners
argue that there is a need to rethink the design and
structure, as well as functions of legislated mechanisms
for citizen participation in all spheres of government
but with an emphasis on local government. With this
in mind, the work that we are embarking on will lead to
recommendations that will potentially have implications
for policy and practice.

Sikhander Coopoo
Programme Officer

• To pilot innovative and alternative spaces for cocreation between citizens and local government.
These objectives are being achieved by:
• Facilitating the establishment of and the coordination
of an Advisory Group that will strategically guide
the civil society activities aimed at influencing the
government-driven policy-review process.
• Lifting the veil of secrecy in the policy-review process
through targeted conferences, roundtables, published
articles, communication and advocacy.
• Partnering with Good Governance Learning Network
(GGLN) member organisations to pilot alternative
mechanisms to the ward committee system.
• Facilitating the space for learning, reflection and
document lessons learnt during the implementation
of this programme.

The project has the following objectives:
• To support and facilitate the involvement of civil
society in the review of legislative mechanisms for
citizen participation in local governance.
• To contribute towards systemic change in the manner
in which local government facilitates, supports and
resources citizen participation on the one hand; and
the manner in which citizens take up opportunities to
participate on the other.
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The Advisory Group serves to offer a platform for
robust information-sharing, debate, solution-based
policy-research aimed at providing forward-looking
policy recommendations in order to strengthen
participatory local governance. The Advisory Group
is an independent advisory think-tank that assists
Afesis-corplan and its partners in the thinking,
research, analysis, creation and testing of new ideas,
and in communicating policy positions developed

through the process. The Advisory Group members
are drawn from across various sectors ranging from
academia, to senior government officials, civil society
leaders, activists, legal experts and consultants in the
local government space.
Another important component of this project is that
of facilitating conversations amongst civil society.
A civil society round table was held near the end of
2018. Civil society representatives present committed
to the legislative rethinking process. There was buyin from the key civil society of the mechanisms put
in place to integrate thinking from the advisory
group with that of civil society or rather to facilitate
a process through which both groups engage each
other’s views and proposals.
As part of this project, Afesis-corplan concluded five
research papers in the year under review, exceeding
its target of three. The overarching message in all
the research papers is that public participation, as
it is now, is not working due to limitations of the
legislative framework and deficiencies in conceptual

nature and design. New mechanisms need to pull
together the legal, political and structural issues
around public participation. The primary aim was
to use the research as a basis of engagement with
relevant stakeholders. We also contributed to the
GGLN’s 2018 State of Local Governance publication a
case study on Buffalo City Metropolitan Municipality,
titled, “Do Ward Committees Assist Municipalities to
Achieve Development Goals: a case study of Buffalo
City Metropolitan Municipality”
A targeted strategic communication process that the
organisation embarked upon is also beginning to bear
fruit. This is demonstrated by Government’s warming
relations with Afesis-corplan at both provincial and
national level and the demand of Afesis-corplan’s
input in other strategic thinking processes aimed at
strengthening local governance. The relative success
of our communication strategy can be attributed to
the capacity within the current team which possesses
marketing, graphic design and journalism skills. Afesiscorplan’s work is indeed growing in prominence,
particularly considering the attendance of various
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national workshops, conferences and strategic meetings
and to speak on various panels around its work.
EMERGING ISSUES IN THE LOCAL GOVERNANCE SECTOR
Push to strengthen local government accountability
and to curb corruption: The governing party with
its new leadership in cabinet seems to be embarking
on a process of strengthening accountability and
curbing corruption across all spheres of government.
In local government, for the first time there is greater
political support (at least at national level and within
the governing party) for Municipal Public Accounts
Committees (MPACs), which are oversight committees
of council. Afesis-corplan in partnership with GIZ, the
South African Local Government Association (SALGA)
and COGTA embarked on a process of developing a
comprehensive training manual for MPACs and piloted
it in the Chris Hani District (across all six municipalities
in the district). The plan is to strengthen this manual
and to roll the training across the Eastern Cape at least.
There is appetite in SALGA and COGTA national to roll
this out across the country.
CoGTA/Parliamentary legislative review process:
Parliament mandated COGTA to facilitate a review
of the legislative framework that regulates public
participation in local governance which must culminate
in a draft bill to be tabled in parliament in 2021. For
a while, COGTA was doing this behind closed doors.
There has been a push from Afesis-corplan and a few
of its partners within the GGLN to get involved in this
process for a while. The attitude towards collaboration
within COGTA has however recently changed and
there seems to be a genuine interest to engage. Afesiscorplan has engaged with a delegation from COGTA
national on a few occasions discussing its positions on
public participation as well as its research and policy
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reform proposals. This work ties in strategically with
the legislative review process that Afesis-corplan has
embarked upon. It offers the work of Afesis-corplan
and its partners an audience for its proposals but
also a platform through which proposals tabled in
the COGTA process by others can be teased out and
debated upon by civil society. Afesis-corplan plays a
strategic role as a link between the COGTA legislative
review process and the civil society agenda.
Demarcation process: For years Afesis-corplan has
lamented the failure of the Demarcation Board to
undertake meaningful engagements with the public
in the Demarcation process leading to its proposals
being rejected by local communities even in areas
where boundary changes are absolutely necessary.
For the first time the demarcation board is expressing
willingness to work with civil society in this regard and
has invited Afesis-corplan to assist to rethink how it
facilitates public engagement. This speaks to the work
of Afesis-corplan influencing strategic processes in
meaningful ways. The organisation in local governance
means that its work has national appeal.
National elections: As political parties scramble
for resources to fund their election campaigning,
collusion between business and the state seems to
be on the rise and citizens are rising against this. This
is evident in the increase in service delivery protests
and the issues at the heart of these protests. It is also
becoming quite clear that citizens are demanding
greater accountability from political parties than they
had in the past. How this will translate in the vote is
not as clear, it is also not very clear whether citizens
have shifted from emotional and sentimental voting
into policy-driven voting.

Afesis-Corplan’s Local Governance Programme has
performed well during this reporting period, despite
initial delays experienced in setting up the Deepening
Participatory Local Governance Advisory Group. It must
be noted, that the Programme’s successes are also
attributed to the direction and guidance of the Executive

Director and management team; support provided by
Afesis-corplan’s Finance and Administrative team and
the organisations other programmatic staff. It is with
great excitement and enthusiasm that the Programme
looks forward to 2019-20.
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CONSULTANCY AND
SPECIAL PROJECTS

Masixole Kente
Programme Officer
History indicates that the Eastern Cape (EC) province was at
some point one of the leading provinces in the agricultural
sector and was able to produce and supply grain and other
crops to the rest of the country. Changes in global economic
conditions, climate change and an unstable economy has
led to a massive decline in produce over the years. Close
to four million people in the Eastern Cape’s rural areas do
not have access to jobs while vast agricultural land lies idle
because many of the people who own it do not have the
resources to work it. Even if they were to work the land,
these communities would still face a number of challenges
including high transport costs to markets, limited access to
value-adding services, limited access to agricultural inputs
and a general inadequate infrastructure, and unfavorable
climate conditions as a result of climate change.
Agriculture plays a pivotal role in the country’s socioeconomic development so it is important for government
to step in and play a leading role in addressing the
structural causes of food insecurity and ultimately,
conceptualize, develop and implement innovative
projects through partnerships. This would systematically
eradicate hunger and build our economy. The Eastern
Cape Rural Development Agency (ECRDA) and the
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Chris Hani Development Agency (CHDA) are working
towards the realization of this ideal and sprouting the
EC’s agricultural sector potential through projects such
as the Rural Enterprise Development Hub (REDHUB) and
the Irrigation Schemes Revitalisation programme.
In 2018, Afesis-corplan undertook two consultancy
projects in partnership with the ECRDA; to conduct a
household profiling exercise for the REDHUB that were
being established in Buffalo City Municipality and to
assist in the development of a social charter. The project
aimed to support small-scale farmers to produce a
mixture of agricultural products that would later be
commercialised. Afesis-corplan’s role in the process was
two-fold, first it had to conduct a household survey
and assess the skills of people residing in the areas
where the REDHUB is established so that capacitybuilding efforts would be targeted. Secondly, it had to
facilitate the development of a social charter that would
articulate the vision of the villagers for the project and
the commitments that various government departments
and entities were making in support of the realization of
that vision, including that of the primary and secondary
cooperatives involved. The 12 villages that formed part
of this project were Mncotsho, Mbolompeni, Tshabo1,
2 and 3, Dongwe, Fort Murray, Luxhomo, Mabaleni,
Mntlabathi, Nkqonkqweni and Nxamkwana.
The second project that Afesis-corplan were involved
in was facilitated by CHDA and aimed to boost the
competitiveness of big irrigation schemes in areas such
as Ncora, Qamata, Bilatye and Shilor towards creating
sustainable rural-based economies. The project sought
to improve skills in communities by providing training in
general farming methods and agro-processing. The land
owners would receive support from a private partner well
versed in the agri-business to help set up the primary
production of crops/livestock, develop agro-processing
sites, skill transfer and provide market support to ensure
the off-take of products. The role of Afesis-corplan in this
project was a social facilitation one similar in some ways
to the role it played in the ECRDA REDHUBs but only

with a few other added responsibilities. Overall, both
projects aimed to create agro-processing facilities in the
areas where they were implemented which would mean
that value will be added to the crops produced and in
turn, more jobs would be created and the value of the

produce would increase. It is for this reason that Afesiscorplan got involved in the projects, to contribute to a
process of bringing sustainable jobs and strengthen the
rural economy.
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VOTER
EDUCATION
South Africans from different walks of life will in 2019 elect
the sixth administration of the post apartheid South Africa.
These elections are critical in that for the longest time South
Africans have voted along racial lines and for the first time
in the 2016 local government election signs emerged
which suggested a shift from the normal trend. The 2019
general elections are therefore the moment that will show
the extent to which will indicate in some ways the reason
behind most South African voters. It is hoped that it will be a
moment in which sound governance and ethical leadership
will trump blind political party loyalty. At the same time, the
independent electoral commission (IEC) has shown that
the number of people turning out to vote in South Africa is
steadily declining with each election.
The Eastern Cape Province, where Afesis-corplan is located,
is home to the third highest number of registered voters
in the country at more than 3.3-million. Many of these
registered voters are in rural areas where voter education
and civic education programs hardly reach. Afesis-corplan
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Zwanga Mukhuthu
Programme Officer

partnered with 10 Eastern Cape Community Radio stations
to conduct a deliberate and targeted voter education
programme in the build up to the 2019 general election.
This was made possible with the generous support of the
South African office of the Open Society Foundation (OSF)
and the Media Development and Diversity Agency (MDDA).
With the voter education program Afesis-corplan sought
to move beyond the ‘how’ of voting which is addressed by
the IEC as part of its mandate, but dealt with the ‘why’ of
voting. The program objectives were:
• To contribute to strengthening civic agency in South Africa
• To contribute to strengthening participatory democracy
• To build capacity of and empower voters to form an
informed position
• To guide the implementation of targeted multi-partner
voter education program; and
• To facilitate a conversation in society about the quality of
participatory democracy and leadership in South Africa.

The rationale behind working with community radio as a
medium and platform for communication was that Afesiscorplan would reach a targeted audience in areas where
it could not physically reach and in the areas where most
civic education programs do not necessarily reach. Below
are figures that indicate the share of listenership that the
community radio partners have as per the Broadcasting
Research Council of South Africa (BRC).
The radio stations are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Forte FM, Alice (180 000 listenership)
Nkqubela FM, Port Elizabeth (57 000 listenership)
Izwi Lethemba FM, East London (42 000 listenership)
Ngqushwa FM, Peddie (47 000 listenership)
Alfred Nzo FM in Mount Ayliff with (56 000 listenership)
Inkonjane FM, Lusikisiki (187 000 listenership)
Takalani FM, Aliwal North (12 000 listenership)
Vukani FM, Cala (270 000 listenership)
Kumkani FM, East London (6 000 listenership)
Kouga FM, Humansdorp (33 000 listenership)

A structured approach to the delivery of the voter education
program was designed in order to achieve coherence while
allowing each radio station to use the material in ways that
align with their individual brands and styles. Topics covered
dealt with; a) why must you vote? b) how does your vote
impact on your life as it is now? and c) how can you follow
your vote and make it work for you? Post the 2019 elections
a second part of the training will be rolled out and this will
encompass the concept of holding elected representatives
to account as well as the ‘why’ and ‘how’ of it.
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SUSTAINABLE
SETTLEMENTS
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SUSTAINABLE
SETTLEMENTS

Ronald Eglin
Specialist: Sustainable Settlements
The focus of the Sustainable Settlements Programme (as
per our Strategic Plan 2017) is the upgrading of informal
settlements. In particular we have identified as one of our
strategic objectives as supporting 32 informal settlements
in Buffalo City to get their approved upgrading of
informal settlement plans implemented. Afesis-corplan
was involved in 2014/5, through a participatory planning
process, in developing these upgrading plans that
were then approved by the Buffalo City Metropolitan
Municipality (BCMM) in November 2015.

• Corresponded with the BCMM and the national
Department of Human Settlements enquiring
what actions they were taking to implement the 32
approved upgrading plans. The national Department
of Human Settlements indicated that they were
working with their provincial counterpart and the
municipality to find out what challenges were being
experienced and find a way forward.
• Corresponded with the BCMM in relation to upgrading
informal settlements and gave a presentation to
Municipalities Human Settlement and Town Planning
departments; and gave another presentation to senior
managers in the BCMM on the upgrading of informal
settlements plans of the municipality. A preliminary
analysis of why the upgrading plans have not yet been
implemented point to the fact that the municipality
has not filled the crucial position of the upgrading of
informal settlements manager, and any officials and
councillors of the municipality do not fully understand
how the upgrading of informal settlements is
supposed to work.

For a long time Afesis-corplan was not able to secure
sufficient funding to adequately implement this
programme. We continued to do what we could with
the resources at our disposal to make some progress in
promoting the upgrading of informal settlements and
other sustainable settlement related work that we have
been involved with in the past. In particular, during 2018,
we have continued work on the following topics:

Managed land settlement
• Submitted a letter to the national Department of
Human Settlements motivating for government to
promote the managed land settlements approach
and drawing their attention to the work that Afesiscorplan has done on this topic.
• Published an opinion piece in the local newspaper
motivating for managed land settlements. (See the
Knowledge Management section for reference to
this article.)
• Gave a presentation on managed land settlement at an
international conference on “inclusive metropolitan
Cities and City-regions” organised by Metroplois (the
world association of the major Metropolises).

Upgrading of informal settlements
• Gave a case study presentation on the upgrading of
informal settlements to Eastern Cape municipalities
organised by the South African Local Government
Association (SALGA) Eastern Cape office.

Land access and tenure
• Co-hosted an Urban Land Dialogue in Port Elizabeth
with the South African Cities Network (SACN) and others.
• Made a submission to Constitutional Review
Committee on the expropriation of land without
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compensation. We motivated that government did
not need to change the constitution to allow for
expropriation without compensation and that rather
government needed to undertake a broader review
and overhaul of its land reform programme and
address issues relating to urban land and land tenure.
We recommended that managed land settlements
become an important programme in support of
speeding up (urban) land redistribution. We also
attended one of the public hearings on expropriation
of land without compensation held in East London.
• Participated in the launch of and was a founding
member of the Land Network on National
Engagement Strategy (LandNNES). The network
“operates as a consultative civil society platform
which brings together members with a common
medium-long term perspective to create a force
that increases possibilities for People Centered
Land Governance.” The network has identified three
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objectives or themes #get_it, #keep_it, and #use_it,
where ‘it’ is land.
• Participated in a consortium managed by Phuhlisani
NPC that developed research reports for a major bank
in South Africa looking at the status of land reform in
the country and making recommendations for how
land reform can be improved. One of the subsequent
outcomes of this work was the development of the
web hub called Knowledgebase.land.
Spatial planning
• Participated in conferences organised by SALGA
Eastern Cape, the provincial office on the Department
of Rural Development and Land Reform and others on
spatial planning and land use management and on
the national spatial development framework.
• Facilitated a workshop organised by SALGA Eastern
Cape on provincial spatial planning legislation.

Through this work we have ensured that the BCMM
has been unable to ignore the upgrading of informal
settlement plans and they are now being monitored
by the national department of human settlements in
terms of delivering on their approved upgrading of
informal settlement plans.
We have continued to ensure that Managed Land
Settlement remains an approach that is being
considered by the national Department of Human
Settlements and municipalities as an approach that
assists the country to address its human settlements
and land redistribution targets. We also continue
to ensure that more pro-poor and community
based approaches to spatial planning and land use
management are considered.
Afesis-corplan is confident that in 2019 we will
secure sufficient funding to re-focus our efforts on
supporting the 32 informal settlements in Buffalo
city to get the municipality to implement their
approved upgrading plans. We look forward to
taking forward this and other sustainable settlement
related work in 2019.
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KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT
DESIGN & MARKETING
Leigh McFarlane
Programme Officer

Our knowledge management work is geared towards
making Afesis-corplan staff more effective in collating,
analyzing and sharing lessons emanating from their work
with our partners in development and the public at large.
We continue to place a high premium on the quality
of material we produce and in the manner in which we
implement our projects and how we learn from those
we are involved in (such as branding for the Deepening
Democracy programme and for our Accounting for Basic
Services (with the #Sivukile), and for the public dialogues
and events we organise). We also supported staff in
preparing and designing reports and presentations

related to the work they were doing.
Knowledge management is responsible for maintaining and
regularly updating the Afesis-croplan website and our social
media accounts (Facebook, Twitter, YouTube), by drawing
on the inputs from other members of staff for content, then
sourcing pictures, laying out, tweeting and posting.
Other work undertaken by knowledge management was
the design and marketing of all documents produced by
the organisation, whether they were printed or posted
to our website.
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Other knowledge management work untertaken during
the year under review consisted of taking minutes of
staff, programme and other meetings in the organisation,
monitoring tender opportunities and drawing staff
attention to news related articles in the local and other
press, and assisting with maintenance and improvement
of the organisations electronic databases and paper based
filing systems and resource centre.
The following set of learning briefs relating to land
and housing were published during 2017, all talking
to a similar theme of promoting and supporting
more incremental settlement approaches to human
settlement development:
· The Missing Middle: A Smallholding Land Subsidy
Programme
· Basic Organising and Active Citizenship
· Motivation for a Housing Development Support Programme
· Land Acquisition and Development for Human
Settlement Development
· A New Land Records System
· Rethinking Land and Housing Allocation
· Managed Land Settlement: Increasing Densities
· Creating Quality Environments: Managed Land Settlement
As an organisation we continue to see the positive
impact of having a well functioning internal knowledge
management function in that we are able to provide
our staff with an enabling environment for learning
and reflection, making it easier for them to improve in
their practice. We are also able to ensure that our work
and insights spread through and ripples and influences
public conversations.
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COMMUNICATION

Zwanga Mukhuthu
Programme Officer

Afesis-corplan’s communication programme exists to
support the organisation’s strategic goals. The aim is
to share the organisation’s work with the public, its
stakeholders and funding partners. In the year under
review Afesis-coprlan managed to use print media
strategically in that we managed to get numerous articles
published in the local, national and international media.
A new advocacy and communication practitioner was
appointed in 2018 which allowed the organisation to
significantly enhance its communication capacity. We
are now more confident than ever before that we are
well on our way to getting our audience to have a better
understanding of what we do and why we do it and most
importantly, what we could do together towards the
attainment of good governance.
In the year under review, Afesis-corplan successfully
published 14 opinion pieces and was quoted in 23 news
articles in various newspapers as mentioned above. We
featured on the SABC 1 Current Affairs show Yilungelo
Lakho alongside the Deputy Minister of Cooperative
Governance and Traditional Affairs and conducted two
radio interviews of which one was with an international
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radio station. Our website and social media accounts
also enjoy a huge following by members of the public,
stakeholders and our partners.
We would not have achieved much of this if our citizen
based programmes and projects did not incorporate a
clear commitment towards improving communication.
Effective communication, whether internal or external,
remain at the heart of our organisation and it is for this
reason that we build on our efforts going into 2019.
CONVERSATIONS AND DIALOGUES
Afesis-corplan in partnership with the Daily Dispatch
hosted public dialogues in the year under review. The
organisation had noted that the nature of political debate
in South Africa was problematic, driven by false news,
propaganda and the like; and asked itself what this meant
for its contribution to good governance and democracy
and what it would mean to not do anything about it.
The first public dialogue was titled “Examining the State
and Quality of Political Debate in South Africa Today”.
This dialogue reflected on the nature of contemporary
political debate and on the media coverage of political
debate in South Africa. The dialogue was moderated by
Ebrahim Fakir with Ferial Haffejee, Aubrey Matshiqi and
Sibusiso Ngalwa as speakers. Four more public dialogues
are planned for 2019.
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FINANCE,
ADMINISTRATION
AND HUMAN
RESOURCES

Like many in the NGO sector, Afesis-corplan is
experiencing similar challenges as others in the sector.
Funding for local governance and spatial justice work is
limited, contract work is scarce and NGOs are expected to
charge reduced rates even when they are appointed to
do contract work and generally, the sector is struggling
to sustain itself. Afesis-corplan is continuously scanning
the funding environment to establish new partnerships
with local and international donor agencies as well as
government and private sector organisations in the
province and nationally.
The funding environment has undoubtedly forced
Afesis-corplan to be more creative in its fundraising. This
year has seen a vast improvement in our self-generated
income while we concluded a new substantial donor
agreement and increased some of our existing ones. This
proves that Afesis–corplan is placing itself on the map,
both in the funding environment and that of consultancy.

bridget van Wyk

Afesis-corplan is committed to continue making a positive
impact within the limits of the resources available and is
on a continual drive to grow our funding to successfully
achieve the organisation’s strategic objectives.
ADMINISTRATION AND HUMAN RESOURCES
Afesis-corplan regards the provision of efficient and
effective support as an integral component to facilitating
the attainment of its programme and project objectives.
Support services provided by the administration
department include general administration, human
resource management, communication and resource
management, financial administration and procuring
programme staff logistical arrangements. A large
component of the duties of the department is to be
vigilant and disciplined in the management of both
contracts and grant funding received, with no margin for
error or deviation from budgets and deadlines.
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AFRICAN
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Female

Male

Board

1

1

Management

1

Professionals

2

Administration
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5

Female

Male

Female

1

1

1

1

1

1

2
2

WHITE

1
1

1

1

2

2

3
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION

EXPENDITURE
ASSETS

2018

2017

481,192

504,330

3,853,174

5,767,960

321,677

1,240,457

3,531,497

4,527,503

4,334,366

6,272,290

16%

Non-current assets
Property, plant and equipment
Current Assets
Trade and other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents
Total Assets

17%

10%
23%
16%
18%

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
Captial and reserves
Accumulated funds

755,089

386,905

3,579,277

5,885,385

Current liabilities
Trade and other payables

Information dissemination
Training and capacity building
Advocacy and technical support

Total equity
and liabilities

4,334,366

6,272,290

Demonstration/facilitation
Research
Programme administration
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STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME

INCOME ALLOCATION

For the year ended
31 December 2018
INCOME

2018

2017

Funding Income

5,145,978

5,225,535

Interest received

129,424

135,306

Sundry Income
Self Generated Income

TOTAL INCOME

24,288

110,562

1,012,521

276,436

6,312,212

5,747,839

1%
2%

15%

82%
Expenditure
Information dissemination

1,001,795

1,108,945

Training and capacity building

1,342,196

1,386,633

Advocacy and technical support

1,090,200

1,111,912

Demonstration/facilitation

928,363

864,091

Research

617,953

694,852

Programme Administration

963,522

933,252

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

5,944,028

6,099,685

Surplus/deficit for the year

368,184

(351,846)

Add accumulated funds

386,905

738,751

755,089

386,905

BALANCE AT END OF YEAR

Funding income
Interest received
Sundry Income
Self Generated Income

Afesis-corplan received an unqualified audit report for the 2018 financial year from
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To find out more about our organisation and latest happenings we invite you to visit the
Afesis-corplan website at

www.afesis.org.za

Contact information

9 Wynne Street, Southernwood
PO Box 11214, East London, 5213
Tel: +27 43 743 3830 Fax: +27 43 743 2200
Email: info@afesis.org.za

FACEBOOK

TWITTER

YOUTUBE

Afesis-corplan

@Afesiscorplan

Afesis-corplan A-c

Company nr: 1999/006881/08 Vat nr: 4010213900 NPO nr: 022708 PBO nr: 18/11/13/3517
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